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3.00pm   Gates open

DJ TAM COYLE - all day sounds

4.3OPM   ASTRID

5.20pm   ZOE GRAHAM

6.15pm   BE CHARLOTTE

7.15pm   FATHERSON

8.30pm  THE PROCLAIMERS
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THE DAY’S
RUNNING ORDER:

   Gates open

all day sounds

travelling to Inverness

Inverness is easily accessible by road, train and air. 

(map)

By Road – Major road links from the A9 North and A96 

East

By Bus – Nearest bus station is Inverness Bus Station, just 

2 miles from Bught Park. Buses are run by Stagecoach, 

please check bus times here.

By Rail – Nearest train station is Inverness train station, 

next to the bus station, just 2 miles from Bught Park. 

Trains are run by Scotrail, please check train times here.

By Air – Nearest Airport is Inverness, Dalcross Airport, 

just 11 miles from Bught Park. Flight times may vary, 

please check flights here.

If you are travelling by car consider taking your time on 

the road and include one or more of some stunning local 

itineraries as part of your visit to Inverness. Further 

information is available here.

FATHERSON

The upwards trajectory of Fatherson’s blossoming 
career serves a heartening reminder that the hype 
machine is no substitute for talent, authenticity 
and graft. This is a band afforded no shortcuts to 
get where they are today, a success story built on 
word-of-mouth conversions. And they wouldn’t 
have it any other way. Attend any Fatherson gig 
and you’ll find a room echo with lyrics being sung 
back en masse by adoring fans. back en masse by adoring fans. 

The articulate, brooding, emotive rock of the Glasgow-based band can be found on all three of their studio 
albums, I Am An Island, Open Book and Sum Of All Your Parts.

Their popularity scaled greater heights with the release of Open Book on Easy Life Records, a subdivision of 
Sony Music, in the summer of 2016. When it went straight in at No.2 in the official Scottish album charts, 
Fatherson found themselves sandwiched between Paul Simon and Coldplay.

Other highlights to date include supporting Kings Of Leon in Vienna, selling out a headline show at the 
legendary Glasgow Barrowland and packing out a 12,000-capacity tent at T in the Park. They have also 
played in the UK and Europe with Biffy Clyro, Kings of Leon, Twin Atlantic, Enter Shikari, Frightened Rabbit, 
Idlewild and Augustines.

FATHERSON ‘MAKING WAVES’ – https://youtu.be/ai2qa5qQk78

www.fathersonband.com

BE CHARLOTTE

Some pop stars make music for the sake of it. But 
for 21-year-old Be Charlotte – music is about 
meaning.

It’s the combination of her remarkable 
songwriting talent, a knack for sweeping melodies 
and the fierce sense of identity and self-worth 
which makes heads turn, not only in the UK. Even 
although she is still at the beginning of her 
career Be Charlotte has toured around Europe, 
North America and Asia as well as as sharing the 
stage with Major Lazer in Africa in 2018. 

Woven into every note of her glimmering pop 
songs, anthemic beats and immediate vocals which 
radiate that quiet yet determined personality, radiate that quiet yet determined personality, 
there’s this extraordinary effort to inspire others. In the lyrics, the listener will find honesty, a level of 
maturity beyond her years, and reflection. She has taken influence from classic songwriters such as Bob 
Dylan and Tracy Chapman and instinctively applied them to her love of modern pop and hip-hop. 

Since starting to find her voice as a teenager with an acoustic guitar in Dundee, Scotland, Be Charlotte has 
been focussed on finding inner strength and inspiring others to do the same and is ready to speak up.

“I hope that my lyrics can encourage listeners to discover strength within themselves, rather than looking 
for validation from others.”

She’s not a perfect princess figure and never wanted to be. She’s content in being herself and singing in her 
own voice and is ready to take on the world. 

BE CHARLOTTE ‘DO NOT DISTURB’ – https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=qymXzSp6Vh8

www.iambecharlotte.com

there’s this extraordinary effort to inspire others. In the lyrics, the listener will find honesty, a level of there’s this extraordinary effort to inspire others. In the lyrics, the listener will find honesty, a level of 
maturity beyond her years, and reflection. She has taken influence from classic songwriters such as Bob 
Dylan and Tracy Chapman and instinctively applied them to her love of modern pop and hip-hop. 

ZOE GRAHAM

There is an impressive maturity and attention to detail in Zoe 

Graham’s music that sets this accomplished young 

songwriter apart from her peers. On stage, you will find her 

either with band or fleshing out the instrumentation with 

loop pedals on solo outings. But when Zoe pares it back to 

just a vocal and acoustic guitar, as she does on the achingly 

poignant The Anniesland Lights (from her recent Hacket & 

Knackered EP), that is when you know you’re in the company 

of someone very special indeed.

Championed by Radio Scotland’s Roddy Hart and with multiple 

Celtic Connections appearances to her name, Zoe Graham’s 

understated charms will not stay below the radar for much 

longer. 

ZOE GRAHAM  ‘THE ANNIESLAND LIGHTS’ –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvbf-nRdWs8&feature=

youtu.be

www.zoegrahammusic.com

ASTRID

In the beginning the boys of astrid spent their days writing songs and working flower stalls. At night they 

donned their finest charity shop threads to play astrid's complete catalogue of seven songs at King Tuts Wah 

Wah Hut and Nice & Sleazy's. Stop by the Halt Bar on Woodlands Rd. any Saturday afternoon and the boys of 

astrid could likely be found playing the open stage or spending their giros at the bar, even more likely, doing 

both. It was here Stevie Jackson from Belle & Sebastian heard astrid and asked the boys along for the first 

UK Belle & Sebastian tour. astrid accepted; their audience was quickly becoming their fans.

It was on this tour after a show at The Union Chapel in London that the boys of astrid met managers and 

founders of Fantastic Plastic Records, Darrin and Julie Robson. astrid signed to Fantastic Plastic in 1998 and 

all was right with the world.

www.iambecharlotte.com
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LCClive.co.uk  |  the.proclaimers.co.uk  |  regularmusic.com

from melrose to inverness

food and drink...bespoke bars open from 3pm

as well as fantastic music from a range of artists there will be bars and an artisan FOOD village to enjoy that will 

include the following:  Babu, Mucky Face, barnacles&bones, Pizza Geeks, Rost, Stooge and The Shawarma shack.
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UK Belle & Sebastian tour. astrid accepted; their audience was quickly becoming their fans.

It was on this tour after a show at The Union Chapel in London that the boys of astrid met managers and 
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all was right with the world.
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food and drink...bespoke bars open from 3pm

as well as fantastic music from a range of artists there will be bars and an artisan FOOD village to enjoy that will 

include the following:  Babu, Mucky Face, barnacles&bones, Pizza Geeks, Rost, Stooge and The Shawarma shack.
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SATURDAY 6TH JUly - BUGHT PARK, INVERNESS

THE DAY’S
RUNNING ORDER:

3.00pm   Gates open

DJ TAM COYLE - all day sounds

4.3OPM   ASTRID

5.20pm   ZOE GRAHAM

6.15pm   BE CHARLOTTE

7.15pm   FATHERSON

8.30pm  THE PROCLAIMERS

10.00pm Finish

THE DAY’S
RUNNING ORDER:

   Gates open

all day sounds

travelling to Inverness

Inverness is easily accessible by road, train and air. 

(map)

By Road – Major road links from the A9 North and A96 

East

By Bus – Nearest bus station is Inverness Bus Station, just 

2 miles from Bught Park. Buses are run by Stagecoach, 

please check bus times here.

By Rail – Nearest train station is Inverness train station, 

next to the bus station, just 2 miles from Bught Park. 

Trains are run by Scotrail, please check train times here.

By Air – Nearest Airport is Inverness, Dalcross Airport, 

just 11 miles from Bught Park. Flight times may vary, 

please check flights here.

If you are travelling by car consider taking your time on 

the road and include one or more of some stunning local 

itineraries as part of your visit to Inverness. Further 

information is available here.

FATHERSON

The upwards trajectory of Fatherson’s blossoming 
career serves a heartening reminder that the hype 
machine is no substitute for talent, authenticity 
and graft. This is a band afforded no shortcuts to 
get where they are today, a success story built on 
word-of-mouth conversions. And they wouldn’t 
have it any other way. Attend any Fatherson gig 
and you’ll find a room echo with lyrics being sung 
back en masse by adoring fans. back en masse by adoring fans. 

The articulate, brooding, emotive rock of the Glasgow-based band can be found on all three of their studio 
albums, I Am An Island, Open Book and Sum Of All Your Parts.

Their popularity scaled greater heights with the release of Open Book on Easy Life Records, a subdivision of 
Sony Music, in the summer of 2016. When it went straight in at No.2 in the official Scottish album charts, 
Fatherson found themselves sandwiched between Paul Simon and Coldplay.

Other highlights to date include supporting Kings Of Leon in Vienna, selling out a headline show at the 
legendary Glasgow Barrowland and packing out a 12,000-capacity tent at T in the Park. They have also 
played in the UK and Europe with Biffy Clyro, Kings of Leon, Twin Atlantic, Enter Shikari, Frightened Rabbit, 
Idlewild and Augustines.

FATHERSON ‘MAKING WAVES’ – https://youtu.be/ai2qa5qQk78

www.fathersonband.com

BE CHARLOTTE

Some pop stars make music for the sake of it. But 
for 21-year-old Be Charlotte – music is about 
meaning.

It’s the combination of her remarkable 
songwriting talent, a knack for sweeping melodies 
and the fierce sense of identity and self-worth 
which makes heads turn, not only in the UK. Even 
although she is still at the beginning of her 
career Be Charlotte has toured around Europe, 
North America and Asia as well as as sharing the 
stage with Major Lazer in Africa in 2018. 

Woven into every note of her glimmering pop 
songs, anthemic beats and immediate vocals which 
radiate that quiet yet determined personality, radiate that quiet yet determined personality, 
there’s this extraordinary effort to inspire others. In the lyrics, the listener will find honesty, a level of 
maturity beyond her years, and reflection. She has taken influence from classic songwriters such as Bob 
Dylan and Tracy Chapman and instinctively applied them to her love of modern pop and hip-hop. 

Since starting to find her voice as a teenager with an acoustic guitar in Dundee, Scotland, Be Charlotte has 
been focussed on finding inner strength and inspiring others to do the same and is ready to speak up.

“I hope that my lyrics can encourage listeners to discover strength within themselves, rather than looking 
for validation from others.”

She’s not a perfect princess figure and never wanted to be. She’s content in being herself and singing in her 
own voice and is ready to take on the world. 

BE CHARLOTTE ‘DO NOT DISTURB’ – https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=qymXzSp6Vh8

www.iambecharlotte.com
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